
INTRODUCTION 

The long bones grow through some specific areas: the physis. 
When these physis are injured these bones stop growing, causing 
deformations in the limb due to its relationship with adjacent 
structures.  
The structures that are most affected are the proximal and distal 
joints of that member, causing alterations in the animal's posture and 
gait. 
Lesions that affect bones which are positioned together usually cause 
more serious consequences, due to the anatomical relationship 
between them. This is the case of the ulna and the radius. 

 

CIRCULAR EXTERNAL SKELETAL 

FIXATOR 

It is important to select a correct method of 

limb stabilization after correction. 

The type of fixation is chosen according to 

the affected bone, the osteotomy and the 

age of the patient. These variables 

determine whether a fixed or gradual 

correction is necessary. 

The circular external skeletal fixator (CESF) 

allows a progressive correction, necessary in 

skeletally immature patients and in those 

who need an elongation of the limb and an 

adaptation of the soft tissues to the 

correction. 

In addition, this external fixator gives 

stability and protection to those limbs that 

have been left with minimal bone apposition 

after correction. 

TREATMENT 
Principles of angular correction: restoration of joint congruence, functional 

position, angle of deformation and limb length. 

Most angular corrections involve performing a wedge osteotomy. The 

decision of the type of osteotomy depends on the degree of deformity and 

the skeletal maturity of the dog. 

Three fundamental elements must be considered: the CORA, the ACA or 

angular correction axis and the position of the osteotomy. The relationship 

between these values is very important. 

OBJECTIVES 

• Understand the basics of a method of planning the 

correction of malformations in long bones: the 

CORA (Center of rotation of angulation) method. 

• Find which are the best methods for the 

correction, as well as postsurgical procedures. 

• See how each point is influenced by the previous 

one, marking the importance of planning for the 

treatment of this pathology. 

CORA METHOD OF PLANNING CORRECTIVE OSTEOTOMIES 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this pathology, surgical and postsurgical planning is very important to 

make a good correction and recover the functionality of the member. 

The CORA method is an easy-to-use planning method, since it is based on 

simple geometric principles to give objective measurements, obtaining 

better results in corrections of angular deformities and avoiding iatrogenic 

defects. This method also allows an evaluation of the deformation to 

determine the best surgical and postsurgical procedure to follow. 

Figure 1 and 2: Representation of the axes and normal angles in the radius bone (figure 1) and application of these to observ e the angle of the deformity and its components (figure 2). 

Radiographic image courtesy of Dr.Carmen Díaz-Bertrana Sánchez. 
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The CORA methodology evaluates the bones that present angulations using 

basic geometric principles. The process is the following: 

1. Measure the axes of the bone and the lines and angles of orientation of 

the joint and determine the values for normal bone. 

2. Use the normal values in the affected limb and determine the location of 

the CORA or deformation point and the plane in which it is located. 

3. Measure the angular magnitude, which will be equal to the degree of 

correction required 

4. Locate all possible points where you can perform the osteotomy 

 

Thus, eliminate as much as possible subjectivity and error. Figure 1 Figure 2 


